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Learn the secrets today of what you need to know if you or someone in your family is involved in a

car accident. Learn from the pros on what to look for when having your car repaired, what you are

entitled to and how to handle a personal injury accident c
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I was involved in an accident in January during a snowstorm. I did research alot of books about

settling a car accident claim on my own without using a lawyer and that had good information

regarding accidents. I ordered 2 books and this was by far THE BEST !! The latest version 1.0.5 had

everything I needed about handling my claim on my own which saved me thousands of dollars that

a lawyer would have charged. Plus it made me more knowledgeable about car accident and what to

do in general. The secret forumla really works. I applied everything step by step like the book

showed in a ver EASY to use format, you don't have to read alot of long winded garbage found in

other books. This latest edition gets straight to the point. It tells you exactly what to do, how to do it

and what you should expect when you settle. I cannot rave about it enough since I settled for

$12,845.00. Never did I think I could have been awarded that much in the case but the book

outlined things I never saw in the other book I purchased. I had more ways to get more money out

of my claim than I ever imagined. The STEP by STEP approach also really one me over and the

fact that there are REAL LIFE examples from the book that prove you can really do it yourself and

keep more of your settlement. A third of your money does not have to go to lawyers it can go

directly in your pocket. Again I cannot thank this book enough and I am so glad it is available !!!!!!



I got in an accident, someone hit me and caused about 800$ of damage to my car. The car was

towed to a garage and I needed a loaner. I wish I had bought the book before I got hit. I made 2

mistakes with the garage and the loaner car, if I had read the book it would have saved me even

more money. Thank goodness I found the book on the internet after the accident. I used the book,

the forms and the secret formula to get a great settlement from the "other" drivers insurance

cmpany. Before I read the book I thought my insurance company and me would have to pay for the

damages I received. The book also includes a chart that shows based on an accident who pays for

what. It also tells you how to talk to the other insurance company. Without the book I would have

never received the amount I did.

The thin paperback book, "Car Accidents Secrets" provides general common sense instruction on

how to handle a personal injury case by yourself. I found no illuminating secrets in this book and the

information it does offer is easily accessible on a number of free web sites, ie. Pain and suffering

calculator. I suggest the writer provide more real life detail, and offer examples how to negotiate

your claim with an adjuster. An adjuster will state there is no magic P&S calculator. I would expect

the author to anticipate this and advise the claimant how best to reply. Overall, the book offers a

good general guide on how to settle a claim. Save yourself $30 by clicking on a few internet lawyer

based sites for the same general guidance offered in this book.

After one year of healing from my car accident, I finally settled with the other drivers insurance

company on my own. I followed the book step by step, everything is listed in order for you to follow. I

did;t have to go against my insurance policy, the book showed me that and many more hints which

helped save me thousands of dollars from hiring a lawyer.I was also very pleased at how easy it

was to read and follow along with the author given several examples of real accidents and how they

were handled. There are things in this book you should do immediately even if a lawwyer is needed.

The book has a chart to tell you and when it makes sense.There are more than one secret that

everyone as a driver should know from the book that would help you in case you do have an

accident. As someone who has used the book to settle, I can tell you I am very pleased for the

price.

This book is rather helpful in a general informative manner especially for those who have not had to

deal with an insurance adjuster or the process one goes through to file a claim. It's easy to follow



and refer back to as you heal and recover. It however lacks detail in how to best determine and

justify the pain and suffering aspect of the claim under its "Secret Formula" section. This may be

something the author could clarify and enhance more thoroughly in his next volume/edition. It does

stress keeping very good, detailed records including a daily diary which is rather helpful. If you have

been in a minor or medium accident, this would be a good resource to have along with other

resources including insights from your own auto insurance agent.

this book was helpful with its diary, fact sheets and walk thru of what record keeping is involved.

I was involved in a bumper to bumper accident in late January and thanks to this book and all the

suggestions, I was able to settle on my own last week and receive more than what I thought was

possible.The book was easy to understand and gave me all the forms and steps to quickly and

easily deal with the insurance company. Without the book I would not have known what to do and

would have probably had to hire an attorney. I give the book 5 stars!!
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